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In mid-1962, Playboy founder Hugh Hefner was given a partial transcript of an interview with
Miles Davis. It covered jazz, of course, but it also included Davis’s ruminations on race, politics
and culture. Fascinated, Hef sent the writer—future Pulitzer-Prize-winning author Alex Haley, an
unknown at the time—back to glean even more opinion and insight from Davis. The resulting
exchange, published in the September 1962 issue, became the first official Playboy Interview
and kicked off a remarkable run of public inquisition that continues today—and that has featured
just about every cultural titan of the last half century.To celebrate the Interview’s 50th
anniversary, the editors of Playboy have culled 50 of its most (in)famous Interviews and will
publish them over the course of 50 weekdays (from September 4, 2012 to November 12, 2012)
via Ebook Tops’s Kindle Direct platform. Here is the interview with the filmmaker and political
commentator Michael Moore from the July 2004 issue.
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to reproduce this interview or portions thereof in any form whatsoever. For the full Playboy
archive—including every Playboy Interview ever published—visit .About the Series: In mid-1962,
Playboy founder Hugh Hefner was given a partial transcript of an interview with Miles Davis. It
covered jazz, of course, but it also included Davis’s ruminations on race, politics and culture.
Fascinated, Hef sent the writer—future Pulitzer-Prize-winning author Alex Haley, an unknown at
the time—back to glean even more opinion and insight from Davis. The resulting exchange,
published in the September 1962 issue, became the first official Playboy Interview and kicked off
a remarkable run of public inquisition that continues today—and that has featured just about
every cultural titan of the last half century.To celebrate the Interview’s 50th anniversary, the
editors of Playboy have culled 50 of its most (in)famous Interviews and will publish them over the
course of 50 weekdays (from September 4, 2012 to November 12, 2012) via Ebook Tops’s
Kindle Direct platform. Here is the interview with Michael Moore from the July 2004 issue.

Michael Moore, July 2004In his latest movie, Fahrenheit 911, filmmaker, author and rabble-
rouser Michael Moore questions President Bush’s long-standing business relationships with the
Bin Laden family and Saudi businessmen and accuses the president of using the terrorist attack
on America to push his own agenda. It’s typical Moore overkill, a reminder of how improbable it
is that the unkempt, overweight, scraggly-bearded liberal has become an American icon—
demonic or heroic depending on your point of view. For his politically infused humor and humor-
infused politics, Moore, the nation’s best-selling nonfiction author and top-grossing documentary
filmmaker, has been compared to Jonathan Swift, H.L. Mencken, Lenny Bruce, Abbie Hoffman
and even Laurel and Hardy.Moore’s latest book, Dude, Where’s My Country?, has been the top-
selling nonfiction title of the year. Its predecessor, Stupid White Men, earned the same
distinction in 2002, and Moore’s earlier books, Downsize This! and Adventures in a TV Nation,
were also best-sellers. His 2002 movie, Bowling for Columbine, about the high school shootings
in Littleton, Colorado and the roots of America’s obsession with guns, grossed $21 million—
three times more than any other documentary in history—and won the Academy Award for best
documentary. His breakthrough movie, 1989’s Roger & Me, documents Moore’s attempt to
confront General Motors chairman Roger Smith about the automaker’s plant closings that
devastated Moore’s hometown of Flint, Michigan. The film, “a hilarious bit of propaganda,”
according to the Washington Post, was a surprise hit.Moore, 50, grew up in and around Flint in a
working-class Irish American family. Both his father and his grandfather worked at GM. Moore
was voted class clown in high school, the same year he ran for the local board of education and
won. He briefly attended college at the University of Michigan and considered a job at GM after
graduation. Instead he edited a series of alternative newspapers and began working for Ralph
Nader. He financed Roger & Me by hosting bingo games. Moore’s forays into television include



the short-lived series TV Nation and The Awful Truth, both of which became cult hits.Dividing his
time between New York and Michigan, Moore is married to Kathleen Glynn, with whom he
produces his movies, and has an 18-year-old daughter. No, he isn’t running for president—
despite an independent online petition drive that garnered tens of thousands of fans’ signatures
—but he has been actively involved in the election, railing against Bush on talk shows and at
michaelmoore.com, his popular website. When Contributing Editor David Sheff met with him,
Moore gleefully admitted that Fahrenheit 911, his most strident attack on Bush to date, is timed
to do as much damage as possible to the president before the November election.Playboy:
What exactly does Fahrenheit 911 mean?Moore: It’s the temperature of hysteria that has allowed
the Bush administration to get away with a series of unconscionable acts since 9/11. They used
the 3,000 victims of the terrorist attack as a cover to enact their right-wing agenda. The tragedy
was a bonanza for the administration. Immediately after the dead were buried, Bush’s people
realized they had a golden opportunity.Playboy: Even you wouldn’t suggest that they were happy
about 9/11, would you?Moore: You’ll never see them rubbing their hands together in public,
because it would be so crass, but that’s what they did. A tragedy was handed to them, and they
decided to spin some gold.Playboy: Gold in the form of—Moore: A never-ending war. The
problem with earlier wars was that they ended, but the war on terrorism is ongoing. You’ll never
catch every terrorist.Playboy: You can’t deny the threat of terrorism, can you?Moore: Of course
not, but Bush has not addressed the problem in a way that makes us safer. The other day in an
airport I saw an 87-year-old woman in a wheelchair being forced to take off her shoes. Does
anybody in his right mind really think we’re safer now? Homeland security is an excuse to take
away our rights, spy on us and isolate dissenters with accusations that they are unpatriotic and
dangerous. They are eroding our rights and freedoms, doing the terrorists’ work for them. We’re
telling the terrorists, “You’re not going to take our freedoms away, you bastards. We’re going to
do it ourselves.” We will spy on our own citizens in the guise of making them safer. We will read
their mail, listen on their phones, search them at will, lock them up without explanation. Yet no
one is safer. We are hated throughout the world now more than ever before, precisely because
of Bush’s so-called war on terror. Any country operating unilaterally, orchestrating a war, and
doing so under the guise of a lie that has been exposed as a lie, becomes a bigger, not a
smaller, target. The lying is unfathomable.Playboy: Let’s face it, all presidents lie.Moore: Sure,
people were up in arms about Clinton’s lie—“I did not have sexual relations with that woman”—
but it pales when compared with Bush’s lies. Bush told the American people and the rest of the
world that Saddam had weapons of mass destruction, and he initiated a war based on that lie.
He killed hundreds of American soldiers and wounded and maimed thousands. He killed
thousands of innocent Iraqis. Bush used these lies on top of 9/11 as an excuse to attack Iraq,
which was part of his agenda from the day he stole the election. As we know from the
congressional hearings, Bush was obsessed with Saddam from the day he took office.
According to Richard Clarke’s and others’ testimony, the obsession with Iraq diverted attention
from Bin Laden and the other terrorists who actually did threaten us.
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William J. Camarota, “Five Stars. Wish we had more like him. Lays it out perfectly clear.”

joe burke, “Five Stars. it was a very in depth interview,with Michael Moore's straightforward
answers. I found it guite enjoyable.”

The book by Playboy has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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